Most of our readers don’t need to be sold on the wonders of overseas travel. But in case there’s some travel-hating hermit reading
this magazine in his mother’s basement, consider this from Bill
Bryson’s Neither Here nor There: Travels in Europe: “But that’s
the glory of foreign travel, as far as I am concerned. I don’t want
to know what people are talking about. I can’t think of anything
that excites a greater sense of childlike wonder than to be in a
country where you are ignorant of almost everything. Suddenly
you are five years old again. You can’t read anything, you have
only the most rudimentary sense of how things work, you can’t
even reliably cross a street without endangering your life. Your
whole existence becomes a series of interesting guesses.”
Bill Bryson put into words what I find so exhilarating about overseas travel. Don’t get me wrong; the majority of my travel is to
places where I speak the language and I’m not “endangering my
life by crossing the street,” and I love that, too. In a strange way,
though, trying to communicate with someone who is trying to help
you in a foreign language is a hilarious and gratifying exercise.
Ivan Ocampo and I spent a week in northern Italy to produce
content for this issue. It wasn’t my first time there, but unlike
previous trips, we weren’t there for vacation. We were there to
work! I wrote about the trip in a piece titled The Italian Job on
p.35. It is essentially a travel story with the backdrop of being
there to produce the two photo shoots that appear in this issue.
We’ve never done that type of travel piece and it makes for an
interesting connection between the story and the two shoots;
Under the Tuscan Sun on p. 56 and La Riviera Italiana on p. 94.
Putting together productions of this size and budget would have
been impossible without the help of Scandinavian Tobacco Group,
Shaner Hotel Group, Diamond PR, and DAS Models. At the end
of the day it is the boots on the ground that do the heavy lifting.
A special thanks to Georges Midleje, Paolo Buonfante, Lucia
Capelli, and David Benoliel. Without your support it would have
never worked.
In other travels, we sent Nicolás Antonio Jiménez to catch up
with A.J. Fernandez at an event at The Party Source in Kentucky
for an editorial titled A.J. Fernandez In the Spotlight on p. 89. He
then flew from Kentucky to NYC to interview fashion designer
to the stars Domenico Vacca for American Dream, Italian Fit on
p. 47. Domenico also curated a style guide to help you look better
on your next visit to your local cigar shop on p. 52. Finally, we
met up with Hamlet Paredes at Rocky Patel Burn in Naples, Fla.
for a Q&A with the famous cigar roller on p.104.
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This year has been a wild ride. There are terrible things happening in the world and we hope that our publication has helped
bring some joy to your life. We hope this magazine continues to
be your indispensable companion on your journey through the
cigar world. Thank you for making us part of your hobby.
Have a blessed 2018 and, as always,
Keep ‘em lit,

Erik Calviño
ecalvino@cigarsnobmag.com

FOR YEARS, WE’VE BEEN TRAVELING ALL OVER THE WORLD TO PRODUCE THE PHOTO SHOOTS THAT YOU LOVE BUT WE’VE NEVER DOCUMENTED THE
ADVENTURES THAT GO INTO MAKING THEM HAPPEN. HOP ABOARD FOR THE TWISTS AND TURNS AND ALONG THE WAY YOU’LL LEARN WHERE TO GO FOR
THE BEST VIEWS OF THE ITALIAN RIVIERA, HOW TO EXPERIENCE ANCIENT TUSCANY, AND HOW TO JOIN A CIGAR CLUB IN BOLOGNA.

BY ERIK CALVIÑO

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
LEFT: entrance to the
Renaissance Tuscany;
terrace overlooking
Serchio Valley; Ligurian
coastline; bruschetta in
Manarola

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT: Manarola
in Cinque Terre; Milan
Cathedral; birdseye view
of Il-Ciocco; Affettati
misti at San Pietro Café;
the courtyard at the
Renaissance Tuscany

fter a long flight from Miami International to Milano Malpensa
Airport, Ivan Ocampo, the magazine’s production director, and I
found ourselves in a rented Fiat
500x bursting with luggage and
photography equipment with a
long ride ahead from the airport
to the Renaissance Tuscany – Il
Ciocco (374 km or 232 miles), the resort we
would be staying in near the small town of
Barga. The plan was simple enough: travel by
Fiat to the hotel in time for dinner, take down
an excellent Tuscan wine, and get a good night’s
sleep. But leaving Milan without first checking it
out just didn’t seem right, so off we went to see
a sliver of this fashion mecca.
Two things became clear within minutes of
driving away from the airport. First, it is fair
to generalize the northern Italians as superb
drivers. Second, splurging on the in-dash navigation on the Fiat was worth every penny. For
all of the driving that we did through northern
Italy, which for me was 1,671 kilometers (1,038
miles) in six days, I could not help but marvel
at how well everyone seemed to drive. Traffic
moves extremely fast, no one (and I mean no
one) passes on the right except for American
tourists, and the only people driving while staring at their cell phones are the same American
tourists! Over the course of over 1,000 miles on
everything from twisting mountain roads barely
wide enough for one car to four-lane highways
with a posted speed limit of 130 kmh (80 mph),
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I did not see a single accident. Not one. There’s
something to be learned here; don’t open a collision repair business.
While searching for a restaurant recommended
by a friend and Milanese ex-pat living in Miami
Beach, we came to a street that was unexpectedly blocked off. A policeman said something in
rapid-fire Italian that we took to mean, “Get the
hell out of here you jerks. Can’t you see there’s
a street fair going on?” Lacking the fluency to
fire back or ask for directions, we opted to park
nearby, grab a couple of cigars from my bag,
and see what this street fair was all about.
It was late afternoon on Sunday and the street
was teeming with impeccably dressed families
strolling down the middle of this wide avenue
lined with high-end stores. We walked among
the families smoking our cigars and, for all of the
heavy-handed anti-tobacco campaigns prevalent throughout Europe, we didn’t get a single
sideways look. Sundays are reserved for family
time in this old country, so finding an open restaurant wasn’t easy, but we eventually spotted
an available outdoor table at San Pietro Café
(sanpietrocafe.com) on Corso Buenos Aires.
When we sat, our waitress plopped down an
ashtray for our cigars without missing a beat.
Didn’t even have to ask, and thank God for that.
Who knows what I would have asked her for
in my broken Italian! What I did manage to ask
for was a couple of fruity spritzes, San Pietro
Café’s take on the famed Aperol spritz. I honestly don’t know at which point I confused her
to the level that she figured, “these two dudes

want fruity drinks.” But there we sat, a cigar in
one hand and a fruity spritz that I didn’t mean to
order in the other. The looks we got from the old
men in the neighborhood were classic.

ARE WE THERE YET?
After the spritzes and antipasto, we worked
our way back to the Fiat to begin our journey
in earnest. We headed southeast on the Autostrada A1, the country’s longest highway, which
connects Milan to Naples, at around 6 p.m. By
the time it got dark, we had progressed from
highways to winding foggy mountain roads.
We were delirious and sleepy, having been up
for an unhealthy amount of time. I suggested
we take turns punching each other in the face
to stay awake, but just then we came upon a
street sign with the words Il Ciocco. The excitement of seeing a familiar name gave us a jolt of
energy to power through. We eventually made
it to the Renaissance Tuscany – Il Ciocco
(renaissancetuscany.com) at an ungodly hour.
We staggered out of the car and wandered onto
the grounds of the hotel in a dazed stupor. We’d
arrived.
After hours of driving through the fog and
speaking only with Ivan about where to turn,
alternate routes, and missed exits, I must’ve
looked and sounded like Steve McQueen speaking to the warden in the solitary confinement
scene in Papillon when we arrived at the front
desk. In spite of the bumbling and stumbling,
the staff managed to coax out our names and
car keys and handled the rest. Before long, we

were sitting in a warm, library-like room just off
the lobby watching Sunday Night Football with
a bottle of Brunello. In an odd but somehow
fitting turn of events, we sat with three vacationing couples who happen to be New England
Patriots fans. We were deep in the mountains of
Tuscany in a secluded resort hours away from
the nearest big city, but it was Sunday evening
in America and this was the only TV that carried
NBC in the resort. I’d be lying if I said I didn’t
find the scene comically surreal. We toasted to
making it through this eternal day in one piece
and went up to our rooms as Brady threw a
touchdown pass to some guy I’d never heard of
to end the half.

ning these two photo shoots, we needed to find
two locations to fit the cigars that we were going to feature. The first cigar was the CAO Italia
(caocigars.com). The CAO brand is known for its
flavorful, irreverent cigars with edgy and sometimes colorful packaging. The CAO Italia brand
leans heavily on the Italian flag’s colors and
styling. Of the five villages, we chose Manarola
as our shoot location because of the variety of
scenes it has to offer — views of the hanging
terraces, long views of the coastline, and winding village streets. We could have probably just
pulled up with the photo shoot crew, winged it,
and still come away with great photos. But what
fun would that be?

ALL ROADS LEAD TO LUCCA

The drive from the resort to Manarola takes
you through the walled city of Lucca. We soldiered on, hugging the rocky coastline as we
neared Manarola on the Strada Provinciale delle
Cinque Terre. But the views became far too difficult to pass up and the soldiering on ended
at a cliffside café named Bar il Giardino Da
Nico (barilgiardinodanico.com). The café offers
a view of the Ligurian Sea and a short menu of
well executed, small plates like bruschetta
topped with salted anchovies or a light, zucchini omelette that was excellent. We enjoyed
them under shade on the terrace, where we followed them up with espresso and a cigar. On to
Manarola.

They cover all of the bases for breakfast at the
Renaissance Tuscany and I made sure to touch
them all in preparation for another long day. The
mission was threefold: scout locations and finalize logistics for the next day’s photo shoot in
Cinque Terre, get the second rental car in Lucca,
and pick up the photographer and first model at
the Santa Maria Novella Train Station in
Florence. Cue the Blues Brothers; it’s 106 kilometers to Cinque Terre, we’ve got a full tank of gas,
and I’ve got a puff pastry in my jacket pocket.
Cinque Terre, meaning “Five Lands,” is the name
given to a group of five villages that sit on a
particularly rocky section of the Italian Riviera.
The five villages, Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza,
Corniglia, Manarola, and Riomaggiore, are characterized by picturesque terraces that seem to
hang over the crashing waves.
Flashback: When we were back in Miami plan-

TIP

From the resort, we had to go through
Lucca to get to many of our destinations,
which is not a bad thing. It’s a beautiful,
historic city worth enjoying on its own.

As we approached the town, we pulled up to a
gate that I half expected to open as I pulled up
close to it. I inched closer and nothing. I waited
a moment and nothing. By now several cars had
piled up behind us. The attendant came out from
a little shop with an annoyed look on his face.
Passare, I said confidently as if my home lay
just beyond the gate. Identificazione, he replied.
I handed over my Florida driver’s license, not
even my passport. The guy let out a frustrated
chuckle at the ugly mug on the license and
instructed the cars behind us to make space
so we could back up. Parcheggia qui, he said
pointing to a nearby parking lot. I tried once
more with a much more polite, questioning tone,
passare? He just glared at me. I parcheggi’d the
Fiat without further discussion.

TIP

Only Manarola residents or permitted
outsiders can drive past this gate and into
the village, which lay about 600 meters
down a very steep, windy, and impossibly
narrow road. Everyone else just walks
down a path into town. Be prepared to
walk up and down steep inclines. If you’re
a hiker, there is a path that allows you to
hike through all five villages. If you’re not,
there is also a train that goes from village
to village that you can ride unlimited, all
day for 10 EUR.

This was fine for today, when all we were doing
was scouting. But what would happen tomorrow when we had equipment and wardrobe for
the photo shoot? I went back to the already an-
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: the cliffs of Manarola; the workhorse Fiat
500x; a country lunch at Podere Concori Winery.

noyed attendant and attempted to ask if there
was a permitted car for hire that could take our
stuff down for us. His response was completely
unintelligible and sounded thoroughly negative.
But since this shoot was going to happen either
way we decided to get down there and scout,
and address that problem later.
It was a warm day with a cloudless blue sky
overhead. We walked down the path surrounded
by hordes of tourists all marveling at the natural
beauty. Every time I started to get caught up in
the view, an image of myself as a Sherpa carrying loads of stuff up and down this crowded
path kept jumping to the forefront of my mind.
The thought was interrupted when someone
walked past me picking at seafood from a paper cone, and the glorious smell of battered
and fried calamari jostled me back into reality. I needed one of these cones so badly that I
walked up to the window, ordered one, paid for
it, and scarfed it down without even looking at
the name of the place. It was light, crispy, perfectly salted, and I dream about it once a week
to this day. The good news for you is that they
sell these on every corner in Manarola.
We found all the spots we wanted to shoot.
That was the easy par t. What we needed now
was a field headquar ters/dressing room, but
as I mentioned earlier, Manarola and all of
Cinque Terre for that matter were slammed
with tourists for the last few days of the
season. We could’ve booked the room in advance but Cinque Terre is such a funky little
logistical nightmare that we needed to see the
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place before booking it. We found a table at a
tourist trap cafe, ordered a couple of beers,
and star ted calling the places we had scoped
out while walking around. Ivan called while I
Googled. Several beers and an unexciting bruschetta later, we still had nothing. We were
still waiting for a couple of responses but running out of options when Ivan looked up and
saw a dude on a balcony smoking a cigar (not
a common sight in Cinque Terre). Under the
balcony hung a sign announcing rooms to rent!
We called the number, were shown a couple of
options, and headed back to the car with room
keys. Things were falling into place nicely.
I’m finding it difficult to convey just how much
stuff we would have to carry and just how
steep the climb was going to be, but suffice it
to say that the entire walk back to the parking
lot was spent strategizing how best to break up
the Sherpa trips. But when we arrived at the
parking lot we noticed that there was a new
attendant! “Hey, since I had such terrible luck
with the last one, why don’t you talk to this guy
and see if he knows someone who can transport our stuff?” I said to Ivan. I tried to put a
little distance between myself and the conversation so as not to spoil this new relationship
like I did the last. I could see Ivan gesticulating
and giving the international symbol for “we have
a ton of big ass bags to carry down there and
back.” I couldn’t help myself. I got a little closer.
He was still trying to convey the message to the
guy who, although clearly good-natured, could
not understand a word. I got a little closer and

told Ivan in Spanish, “Dude, forget about it,
we’re screwed.” I’ll never forget the words that
came out of the guy’s mouth in perfect Spanish;
he said, “Are you Cuban?”
In that instant I knew beyond the shadow of a
doubt that I would not have to blow out multiple vertebrae carrying bags the next day. It
was as if with those three simple words he had
said, “Don’t worry about this, I’m going to help
you.” But he didn’t say that. Instead, he spent
the next 10 minutes excitedly telling us about
just how much he loves Cuba. “I’ve been to the
island 11 times and I’ll be back in January!” He
rattled off city after city, loving each one more
than the last. He finally paused to take a breath
and I blurted out as quickly as possible, “Can
you help us get our equipment and wardrobe
from here to down there and back tomorrow?”
“Yes of course. It’s part of the service we offer,” he replied. We just needed to call him 30
minutes in advance and he’d send a van to pick
up our stuff. It was that easy.

TIP

If you plan to visit one of the villages
of Cinque Terre and stay overnight,
try to coordinate the transfer of your
bags through your lodging provider. At
the very least, get the number for the
service that handles bag transfer ahead
of time so that you don’t have to sit in
the parking lot waiting for the bus to
arrive.

FROM LEFT: the serene smoking terrace at the
Renaissance Tuscany; Podere Concori Winery’s
cellar; behind the scenes for the Under the Tuscan
Sun photo shoot

We found the Avis in Lucca easily and Ivan
rushed off with the Fiat en route to Florence
while I waited for our second rental car. The
young lady behind the counter apologized for
the delay and suggested I go next door and have
a coffee while I wait. I sat at an outdoor table
enjoying an espresso and a petite robusto while
watching the locals go about their Monday. My
new ride showed up and I hopped into the navigation-less Nissan Qashqai. Qash-wah?! And no
navigation? You’re likely thinking, what’s the big
deal about not having in-dash navigation, can’t
you just use your phone or a map? Oh believe
me, I am all about both of those options but
when you’re driving a manual car through winding roads with constantly changing elevation,
all your appendages are occupied full-time. And
using the voice alerts on your phone’s navigation is just as tricky on winding mountain roads
with multiple exits within feet of each other.
Nevertheless, I was in my newly rented Qashqai,
which I later found was the European version of
a Nissan Rogue. I made my way through and out
of Lucca on memory, but once I got to the tricky
country back roads I was toast. The sun was
going down over the mountains in some town
I had never been to before. This wasn’t right. I
decided to stop for an espresso and regroup at
a roadside café in the aforementioned unknown
town. I wish I would have recorded my conversation with this incredibly helpful barista who
tried her best to show me where I was in the
world and how to get to my hotel. She didn’t
speak a word of English or Spanish — and we
already know how good my Italian is. I eventually made it back to the Renaissance Tuscany
in time to shower and get ready for dinner. A
special dinner.
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TANTI AUGURI!
I got us a table for seven at La Veranda, the
hotel’s restaurant overlooking the lush Serchio
Valley. In addition to Ivan picking up the photographer (David) and the first model (Katherina),
we were also joined by the rest of our Italybased crew, who made the drive from Milan. I
prepped the wait staff, letting them know that
it was Ivan’s birthday and, after an excellent
dinner, they appeared out of nowhere singing,
“Tanti auguri a te, tanti auguri a te.” Sing along if
you know this one! With six different countries
represented at the dinner table, we were suddenly one big international family singing happy
birthday to Ivan in the Tuscan countryside. With
our bellies full and one more bottle of Brunello
left, the birthday boy and I fired up a couple of
cigars to celebrate on the restaurant’s terrace.
Another day, another early departure to Cinque
Terre. We passed Lucca’s wall, pointing at it like
Chevy Chase pointing out Big Ben. When we arrived at the same parking lot, a tiny van was
waiting to take our stuff down to Manarola.
The Cuba fanboy came through as promised
although the van was so small and we had so
much stuff that it almost didn’t fit. When we
eventually started shooting, throngs of tourists
snapping selfies and taking videos surrounded
us on just about every shot, but the shoot went
fairly smoothly. We held reflectors, carried
changes of wardrobe up and down Manarola,
and smoked CAO Italias all day. As we were
wrapping up, we called for the van and this time
the driver was the annoyed attendant from our
initial visit! It was amazing to see his transformation from ballbuster to loverboy when surrounded by the women in our crew. He was the

most courteous and helpful fellow you’ve ever
seen. We bid farewell to Cinque Terre and we
headed back to the hotel while Ivan went to
Florence to swap models.

TIP

When smoking cigars in Italy, you will
find that the only people who give you a
hard time about the smoke are the tourists.
Our experience was that in most cases,
the Italians themselves did not mind the
smoke as long as we were courteous.
Such was the case in Manarola; tourists
looked at Katherina’s cigar with a puzzled
look while the Italian men just looked at
Katherina.

MODEL SWAP
Ivan and Katherina sped off from Cinque Terre
to Florence, where Katherina was taking the
train to Milan and the second model (Victoria)
was arriving from Milan. Just like that, we had
our model for the next day’s shoot (it sounds
instant but it’s a little over two hours each way
to and back from Florence).
Flashback: The cigar for our second shoot
was the Cohiba Macassar (cohiba.com), a
brand known for luxury, quality, and style. The
location for the shoot would be the grounds of
the Renaissance Tuscany – Il Ciocco. The resort
combines exclusivity and luxury with a unique
old world charm in a way that we thought would
match the brand perfectly. Here’s something
about these photo shoots we’ve never told
you: when we are conceptualizing the shoot,
we make up a story that the shots convey. Ev-

resort. He offered to call the owner and set up
a tour for me. Done! Everyone else went to bed
while George and I stayed out on the terrace
smoking cigars.

SOLO MISSION
My alarm went off at 4 a.m. and I felt like I had
just put my head on the pillow a moment earlier. A minute later, we were back on the road
to — you guessed it — Lucca! We pulled into Avis,
where I parked the Qashqai, dropped the key
into the return box, and jumped into the Fiat
Ivan was driving. The plan was to drop off Ivan,
Victoria, and David at the Santa Maria Novella
Train Station in Florence for their ride back to
Milan. I was to stay with the Fiat and spend a
couple more days in Italy.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: the Santa Maria Novella
train station in Florence; warm crescentine at Al Botteghino; the photo shoot crew toasting at La Veranda
erything from the wardrobe to the props to the
expressions on the model’s face are telling a
story. And like any art form, you as the consumer can interpret the shoot and make up your
own story. Go for it.
Having stayed at the Renaissance Tuscany now
for three nights and having walked the grounds
several times over, we had a pretty good idea of
where we wanted to shoot. The hotel sits high
above the Serchio Valley between the Apuan
Alps and the Tuscan-Emilian Apennine mountain
ranges. The valley and its surroundings offer a
view into ancient and uncontaminated Tuscany.
In the early morning, as the fog lifts and the sun
creeps into every little crevice in the valley, it’s
hard not to be transfixed by the view.
Stunning shots came easy on that day. The stylists would get Victoria into wardrobe, give her
the Cohiba Macassar, and she’d get into character. Four or five shutter clicks later, we were
done with that look and moving on to the next.
The team was firing on all cylinders and the facilities and staff at the resort made it easy to
work. When we finally wrapped it up, we were
physically tired but thrilled with the result.

LAST SUPPER
We gathered for one final meal at La Veranda
before the band was going to break up for
good. We ordered a variety of appetizers and
entrées and drank wine while we shared photo
shoot horror stories. We were starting to wind
down when out of the corner of my eye I saw
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a man straightening out cushions and emptying ashtrays from an area where we had taken
the last shot of the day. He wasn’t wearing a
uniform or a name badge, but when I saw him
look at the label of the cigar before tossing it in
the trash, I knew who he was. I jumped out of
my chair and walked over to greet him knowing exactly who he was without ever having met
him. “You’re Georges Midleje, the GM of the hotel,” I said. “It’s a pleasure to finally meet you!”
“How’d you know it was me?” he asked. One of
his staff members had told me earlier that he
had been out of town on business but that he
would return today. I also knew from the hotel’s
PR firm that he loved cigars. So when I saw him
straightening out cushions and looking at cigar
labels, I just knew.
He graciously joined our table and started ordering one of everything and more wine. Whoa! We
were about to go overboard, on everything. We
talked about cigars, the shoot, and the hotel. He
told us about the history of the place. He told us
a great story about how the video for Lionel Richie’s All Night Long was filmed here. How cool is
that? As for Mr. Midleje, who by now was George,
he’s a cigar nut! And it turns out that Nicaraguan
cigars are his favorite. We finished our CAO Italias and he dropped a bombshell. “Why don’t we
go inside and have dinner?” Again?
I can’t be sure, but I think we might have tried
every dish the restaurant makes plus desserts
and we loved every bite of it. George also introduced us to a couple of wines from a biodynamic winery that is 10 minutes away from the

We made it to Florence; by now Ivan had been
to this train station so many times that he knew
where to turn to avoid the road construction.
We pulled up with only a few minutes to spare
before their train arrived. If you’ve ever been
on a train in Italy, you know that they don’t play
with the departure times. It goes like this, no
exaggeration: the train arrives at the station,
passengers quickly get off, new passengers immediately get on, and a minute or two later it’s
gone. The whole process takes no more than
five minutes total. They grabbed their bags and I
said goodbye; no time for tears. They ran up the
steps and into the train station and I jumped into
the driver’s seat. Aaahh … the Fiat! I liked this
so much more than the Qashqai. I pulled away
from the curb, went over the tracks and turned
right on Via della Scala. Just as I did the Fiat
went into a tizzy. An alarm went off and a sign
reading “The key is not in the vehicle” flashed on
the dash. Oh crap! Ivan had the key in his pocket
and he was getting on a train to Milan.
I pulled over and left the car blocking half the
street. I called Ivan and sprinted toward the train
station. He was about to board when I called.
“Don’t get on the train! You have the key!” If he
waited for me, he’d miss the train. He opted to
run over and leave the key at the nearest café.
He yelled back out of breath, “I gave the key to
the chubby lady behind the counter at Café Mocha!” I ran into the station and looked for their
train’s platform on the big screen. I knew the
café would have to be close to their platform.
Platform 14. I got there just as the train was
pulling away from the station. I looked around
and there it was, MokaCafe (close enough). I
walked past the line of customers and went behind the counter and blurted out, “una chiave
auto!” One of the two ladies, the chubbier of
the two, smiled with a look of, “you know I just
saved your ass.” She handed over the key and
I gave her a kiss on both cheeks and said “grazie mille” with a sigh of relief. I’ve never meant
thank you as profoundly as I did in that moment
and she knew it. “Prego” was all she said and

went back to making coffee.
I headed back to the Renaissance Tuscany, now confident and relieved. I
took a different route back to the resort just to see a different view. The
road through Prato didn’t deliver on the views, but there was a McDonald’s. I needed more coffee and thought it’d be cool to see what an American staple like McDonald’s looked like in Italy. The most impressive thing
to me was the incredible selection of pastries and desserts. None of the
apple pie hot pocket crap that we have in the US; they had tiramisu, torta
della nonna, macarons, croissants, and a bunch more. I had a macaron
and an espresso and it was pretty damn good.
George called earlier in the day to let me know that I was all set for a
tour of the nearby winery. After checking out of the hotel, I drove over
to Podere Còncori Winery (podereconcori.com) and walked into what
I thought was the reception area of the winery. I actually walked in on
two boys intently playing FIFA World Cup on a PlayStation. They were
so caught up in their match that they didn’t even notice me. I backed out
of there quickly and found that I had actually parked at and entered the
owner’s home. A little farther down the path I found the winery’s tasting
room. I opened the door and heard jazz playing while a group of visitors
were enjoying their tastings. By the look of joy on their faces and the
volume of the banter, I could tell that they’d probably already tasted the
entire portfolio. Owner and winemaker Gabriele de Prato thanked them for
their visit and came over to greet me. We toured his farms, the cellars,
and even hung out with Pietro the donkey, who is quite a character. Afterward, I sat for a country lunch and a tasting of their best wines. I bought
a bottle of each and just as I was getting ready to leave, Gabriele offered
me a taste of his latest vintage of Pinot Noir, which is still in the barrels
aging and won’t be ready for bottling until next year. It was a treat to taste
the wine during its development. It was bright and intense with a light ruby
color; I loved it and signed up to get a case immediately upon its release.

TIP

If you plan on visiting wineries during your Italian vacation, do your
research before the trip. If you’re driving, take into account the distances
from your lodging to the winery. Check with your hotel before check-in as
they may have excursions already scheduled. For example, the Renaissance
Tuscany schedules regular trips to Podere Còncori.

Flashback: Before I left for Italy, I was smoking with Felix Mesa of El
Galan Cigars. I was telling him about my upcoming trip and what I had
planned. He mentioned that he knew a guy through Facebook who owns
a restaurant near Bologna and runs a cigar club out there. “Do you think
you’d like to stop by and check out the club?” Felix asked. This would be
perfect for my story. He called Fabrizio Lazzarini on the spot to set it up.
Without knowing me from Adam, this guy said, “Yes! Tell your friend to
come to my restaurant. I will take care of everything. Don’t even book a
hotel. If he’s your friend, he’s my guest.” And just like that, I had plans for
Thursday evening.
The drive from the winery to Bologna was breathtaking. As you get closer to Bologna you see these endless rolling hills that look like they’ve
been painted there. I love driving, especially in a manual transmission car
through these hairpin turns and elevation changes, but just for that moment I wanted someone else to drive so I could take in the view. I promised myself I would come back with more time so I could enjoy the journey
a little more. Fabrizio and his family own a restaurant called Trattoria Al
Botteghino in the small town of Botteghino di Zocca, about 35 minutes
south of the center of Bologna. I pulled in at around 5 p.m. and walked
into what looks like an Italian neighborhood bar. There’s the walk-up bar
on the right, a couple of arcade games, two cabinet cigar humidors (one
for Cubans and one for non-Cubans), and a couple of cocktail tables on
the left. Beyond the cocktail tables is a smoking area. It is technically
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: the entrance to Museo Ferrari in Maranello; grilled lamb chops and fritto at
Al Botteghino; Kimi Räikkönen’s 2007 F1 Champion Ferrari; the Vigne Giorgio vineyard at Podere Concori
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SEEING RED
Back in my trusty Fiat, I was en route to Fer-

If you’re really into it, book a test drive
through the museum or one of the many
other test drive providers in the area.
They’ll let any ol’ schmenk with a driver’s
license take one of these bad boys for a
spin.
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I slept like a baby that night at the Agriturismo
Ca del Rio and woke up to the sound of horse
hooves clopping down the path adjacent to my
second-story room. I went downstairs for coffee and met the owner of the establishment, the
lovely Alisa, who gave me a tour of the place including the on-premises restaurant. She served
me an espresso and lamented that I couldn’t
stay for lunch. Again, I needed more time. I met
up with Fabrizio for one more cigar at the lounge
before hitting the road to Maranello.
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route described in the story.
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We retired to the smoking lounge where a group
of members of the Cigar Club Botteghino were
gathered waiting for the club president, Fabrizio,
to start their “meeting.” They went through roll
call and made brief club announcements before
Fabrizio brought out several boxes of Toscanos
for the group. The members chose their cigar by
order of seniority in the club. That night I was
awarded an honorary membership. I couldn’t be
happier to be part of this great group of guys.

SP586

ale F

If you ever make it to Bologna or any
nearby town like Botteghino di Zocca,
do not pass up a serving of homemade
tagliatelle al ragú. The “ragú” sauce is the
meat-based sauce that the rest of the world
calls Bolognese.

A7

strad

That night, we dined on homemade Bolognese
dishes made by Roberta, Fabrizio’s mom, with
some of Fabrizio’s friends. Among the appetizers was a slice of freshly baked country bread
with a spread of black truffle that Fabrizio’s
friend Dino had pulled out of the ground while I
was leaving Florence earlier that morning. Then
came the crescentine with prosciutto, salami,
and ciccioli. The crescentine was outrageous. It
is essentially a savory doughnut that is fried to
a golden brown when you order it so it arrives
at your table like a steaming pillow of doughy
goodness. Thank God Trattoria Al Botteghino is
not in Miami; I’d be in trouble with this crescen-

TIP

rari country. In six days of driving up and down
northern Italy, I had not seen a Ferrari on the
road. Not even an old one. I found this odd until
I got off the highway exit into Maranello. Apparently they were all here! I exited into a roundabout where I was in the only non-Ferrari there!
The distinctive sound of Ferrari engines revving
all around me got my blood pumping. Turns out
that when you schedule a Ferrari test drive,
the route they take you through goes right into
this roundabout. I followed that same group
toward Museo Ferrari (musei.ferrari.com). It
was a dreary day and I didn’t have much time,
so I bought a ticket to the museum and walked
around in awe. If you plan on visiting, give
yourself plenty of time to visit Museo Ferrari
in Maranello as well as Museo Enzo Ferrari in
Modena. On my way out I bought one of nearly
everything they had at the gift shop and headed
west on a cold, rainy evening.

o A u to

I was greeted by Ines, Fabrizio’s sister, who
served me an espresso immediately. Have I
told you how much I love the coffee culture in
this country? Fabrizio walked in moments later
and we greeted each other like brothers who
had not seen each other for 40 years. He gave
me the lowdown on the plans for the evening
and asked that I follow him to where I would be
staying. I jumped back into the Fiat and followed
his car up the road that ran behind the restaurant. We pulled into a gated area and parked in
front of horse stables. I’m up for adventure, but
sleeping with Mr. Ed may be a bit much! Thankfully a young woman appeared out of the darkness and led us up to a cozy bed and breakfast
called Agriturismo Ca del Rio (cadelrio.com). I
was given a key and Fabrizio said he’d be back
in a couple of hours to pick me up for dinner. I
set my alarm for an hour later and immediately
fell asleep.

tine business. We ate endless amounts of home
cooked food from Roberta’s kitchen, each dish
better than the last, until we could eat no more.
Thankfully we were having cigars for dessert.

or
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outdoors, but you are under a roof and there
are thick, see-through plastic “walls.” It’s set up
in a cozy way with a couple of couches against
the wall and a table in the center.
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By the time I reached my hotel in Milan, my last
stop before heading back to the States, I was
already planning a return in my head. I already
craved more of Roberta’s Bolognese cooking,
was dying to spend more time in Cinque Terre,
and longed to explore every charming town in
Tuscany.
Ciao bella. I’ll see you soon.

3. Renaissance Tuscany Il Ciocco
Resort & Spa

5. Bar il Giardino Da Nico

8. Trattoria-Bar Al Botteghino

barilgiardinodanico.com

facebook.com/albotteghino.bartrattoria/

1. Milan–Malpensa Airport

renaissancetuscany.com/en/

6. McDonalds

9. Cà del Rio

milanomalpensa-airport.com/en

mcdonalds.it

cadelrio.it

2. San Pietro Cafè

4. Firenze Santa Maria Novella
railway station

7. Podere Còncori

10. Museo Ferrari

sanpietrocafe.com

firenzesantamarianovella.it/en/

podereconcori.com

musei.ferrari.com/en

- places of interest -
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